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An award-winning journalist’s eco-adventures across the globe with his three traveling

companions: his fiancée, his OCD, and his chronic anxiety—a hilarious, wild jaunt that will

inspire travelers, environmentalists, and anyone with mental illness. Most travel narratives are

written by superb travelers: people who crave adventure, laugh in the face of danger, and

rapidly integrate into foreign cultures. But what about someone who is paranoid about traveler’s

diarrhea, incapable of speaking a foreign tongue, and hates not only flying but driving, cycling,

motor-biking, and sometimes walking in the full sun?In Baggage: Confessions of a Globe-

Trotting Hypochondriac, award-winning writer Jeremy Hance chronicles his hilarious and

inspiring adventures as he reconciles his traveling career as an environmental journalist with

his severe OCD and anxiety.At the age of twenty-six—after months of visiting doctors,

convinced he was dying from whatever disease his brain dreamed up the night before—Hance

was diagnosed with OCD. The good news was that he wasn’t dying; the bad news was that

OCD made him a really bad traveler—sometimes just making it to baggage claim was a

win.Yet Hance hauls his baggage from the airport and beyond. He takes readers on an

armchair trek to some of the most remote corners of the world, from Kenya, where hippos clip

the grass and baboons steal film, to Borneo, where macaques raid balconies and the last male

Bornean rhino sings, to Guyana, where bats dive-bomb his head as he eats dinner with his

partner and flesh-eating ants hide in their pants and their drunk guide leaves them stranded in

the rainforest canopy.As he and his partner soldier through the highs and the lows—of altitudes

and their relationship—Hance discovers the importance of resilience, the many ways to

manage (or not!) mental illness when in stressful situations, how nature can improve your

mental health, and why it is so important to push yourself to live a life packed with experiences,

even if you struggle daily with a mental health issue.   

"Insightful, hilarious, and inspiring, Jeremy Hance makes a fabulous guide both to the famously

wild places he travels--and the even more exotic lands of a mind gripped by mental illness. The

travel stories are wonderfully vivid, and the humor kept me laughing. But at its heart, this is a

book about facing fear. That's what makes it important and unforgettable. I loved it." --Sy

Montgomery, New York Times Bestselling Author of The Good Good Pig and The Soul of an

Octopus"Jeremy Hance has written a deeply personal and very funny travelogue. This is an

eloquent account of the conflicts that arise when one’s two strongest desires are to go

absolutely nowhere but also go absolutely everywhere. Thank goodness the latter wins out

more often than not."--Jonathan C. Slaght, Coordinator for the Wildlife Conservation Society,

author of Owls of the Eastern Ice “Jeremy Hance writes with an exhilarating honesty that will

make you wipe your brow after reading. He is a man on a mission to save the world—reporting

on conservation’s front lines—all the while surviving an unseen inner battle that is nothing

short of eye opening.”--Paul Rosolie, Conservationist, author of Mother of God, host of Eaten

Alive"Everyone who travels has the jitters about things that could go wrong. The world-hopping

writer Jeremy Hance has written this perfect book to show you that you're not alone in your

travel fears, that there are ways to get over it before it gets over you--and that, in the end, a lot

of what we fear is pretty damn funny. Read. Laugh. Breathe."--Carl Safina, Author of Becoming

Wild: How Animal Cultures Raise Families, Create Beauty, and Achieve Peace"Few writers can

crack Sumatra—most don’t even dare. But Hance strolls right into the steaming hot island of



rainforests, volcanoes, tigers and tapirs, and nails it."--Greg McCann, Author of Called Away by

a Mountain Spirit --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJeremy Hance

wrote a popular blog for three years for The Guardian with over two million views. He is a

columnist (and former editor) for Mongabay, one of the most highly respected environmental

news sites in the world. His work for Mongabay on the Sumatran rhino will appear in The Best

American Science and Nature Writing 2019. His work has also appeared in Huff Post, The

Sydney Morning Herald, Ensia, Yale E360, and Alert: Conservation, among other publications.

He has given presentations at conferences and zoos and has interviewed with NPR's Living on

Earth and The Escape the Zoo podcast among others. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.Review"Insightful, hilarious, and inspiring, Jeremy Hance makes a fabulous guide both

to the famously wild places he travels--and the even more exotic lands of a mind gripped by

mental illness. The travel stories are wonderfully vivid, and the humor kept me laughing. But at

its heart, this is a book about facing fear. That's what makes it important and unforgettable. I

loved it." --Sy Montgomery, New York Times Bestselling Author of The Good Good Pig and The

Soul of an Octopus"Jeremy Hance has written a deeply personal and very funny travelogue.

This is an eloquent account of the conflicts that arise when one’s two strongest desires are to

go absolutely nowhere but also go absolutely everywhere. Thank goodness the latter wins out

more often than not."--Jonathan C. Slaght, Coordinator for the Wildlife Conservation Society,

author of Owls of the Eastern Ice “Jeremy Hance writes with an exhilarating honesty that will

make you wipe your brow after reading. He is a man on a mission to save the world—reporting

on conservation’s front lines—all the while surviving an unseen inner battle that is nothing

short of eye opening.”--Paul Rosolie, Conservationist, author of Mother of God, host of Eaten

Alive"Everyone who travels has the jitters about things that could go wrong. The world-hopping

writer Jeremy Hance has written this perfect book to show you that you're not alone in your

travel fears, that there are ways to get over it before it gets over you--and that, in the end, a lot

of what we fear is pretty damn funny. Read. Laugh. Breathe."--Carl Safina, Author of Becoming

Wild: How Animal Cultures Raise Families, Create Beauty, and Achieve Peace"Few writers can

crack Sumatra—most don’t even dare. But Hance strolls right into the steaming hot island of

rainforests, volcanoes, tigers and tapirs, and nails it."--Greg McCann, Author of Called Away by

a Mountain Spirit --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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For TiffanyBelieve me, you’ll see whyKnow thyself.Inscribed on the forecourt of the Temple of

Apollo at Delphi.AcknowledgmentsWhile writing is largely a solitary occupation, a book

requires a community. In this case, a global one.Let’s start with Rhett Butler, without whom this

book would not exist, nor would many of these adventures. Rhett, the founder of Mongabay, the

best online news source for the environment, has been my mentor since the very beginning of

my career. Thank you, Rhett, for over a decade of opportunities and tutelage. A special thank

you as well to everyone at Mongabay.For my indefatigable, clear-eyed, and ever-supportive

agent, Alice Speilburg, who took a chance on an environmental journalist writing a very

personal memoir. Few first-time authors are ever so lucky.For Allison Janse with HCI Books,

who saw something special in an undeniably unusual book, and for Camilla Michael for

adopting this somewhat misshapen baby and much improving its contours, thank

you.Incredible gratitude to Artsmith for funding a week of writing on Orcas Island and to Jill

McCabe Johnson for her outstanding hospitality. Gratitude as well goes to the Writer’s Colony

at Dairy Hollow for a fortnight of writing in Eureka Springs, with special thanks to Sharon

Spurlin. Both programs gave me not only precious writing time but also time in nature, a

chance to read my work to an audience, and peerless communities of like-minded artists—y’all

know who you are.A thank you to novelist Diane Hammond for advice on writing, publishing,

and living. A thank you to Linda Carbone for making my proposal shine. Thanks to excellent

beta readers Benjamin Klas, Kris Klas, Erin Cary, Brittany Lynk, and, of course, Tiffany Roufs.

Thanks, as well, to dear friends Thomas Christie, Emily Christy, Morgan Erickson-Davis, and

Frank Janick for unwavering support and always inquiring, “How’s the book?” The answer is

now, thank God, “It’s done.”This book takes place in eight countries, each of which required a

crowd of guides, scientists, and locals to get me from one end to the other. To each of them—

some mentioned in this book, many not—I give a special thanks. For those who work in nature

tourism, thank you. Your work is vital. A special shout out to the staff, administrators, and

guides at Pantiacolla in Peru, Warana Lodge in Suriname, Iwokrama River Lodge in Guyana,

Tabin Wildlife Resort in Malaysia, Napo Wildlife Lodge in Ecuador, and Explora Ecotour in the

Dominican Republic.Many of the places I visited, however, were not tourist lodges but science

stations or conservation groups. To that end, a multitude of thanks to STINASU in Suriname,

the Iwokrama International Center for Rain Forest Conservation and Development, Hutan in

Malaysia, the Yasuni Research Station and Tiputini Biodiversity Station in Ecuador, Yabi in

Indonesia, the Sumatran Rhino Sanctuary in Sumatra, the Little Fireface Project in Java, and

the Last Survivors Project in the Dominican Republic, a program by Durrell Wildlife

Conservation Trust and the EDGE program.I’ve spent over a decade interviewing thousands of

scientists and conservationists. Many of my views are now distillations of their sweat-filled,

years-long, passion-fueled work. In an age of mass extinction and climate change, no vocation

is nobler. Thank you to all of them. For these travels in particular, a special thank you for the

personal attention and work of these scientists and conservationists: John Payne, Cynthia

Ong, Marc Ancrenaz, Anna Nekaris, Sharon McCabe, Hélène Birot, Zulfi Arsan, Terri Roth,

Rosalind Kennerly, and Jose Nuñez-Miño.A tip of my hat to all the therapists over the years for

your many hours, your daunting work, your compassion, and your guidance. A shout out to

Charles Depies, who has been my unwavering therapist in chief for many years and many trips.

Thank you for helping keep this ship steady even in rough seas.For my brothers, Karsten and

André, for their love, support, and friendship. To my parents, Ed and Erva Hance, who always

supported my writing, my creativity, and my myriad healthy obsessions, thank you for guiding



me through not only turbulent early years but also those when I was knee-deep in mental

illness.My father died after a long illness while this book was in edits. Prior to that, I’d slip my

mother rough copies of chapters so she could read them aloud to him; he never missed an

opportunity to tell me how proud he was or how much he loved me. Thank you, Dad. I miss you

so, every day.And finally, of course, to Tiffany and Aurelia. For all those nights you let me work.

For all those conversations about “the book.” For all the sacrifices and all the patience. Without

your love and support, this book wouldn’t be. Thank you.Author’s NoteThis book is a work of

memory. But memory is fickle, impressionistic, seductive, and often robed in layers of emotion

and color not present in the moment. So, some of the details in this book may be factually iffy.

For example, some of the journeys may have been longer or shorter than I recall. Some events

may be slightly out of order. Some peoples’ faces and physiques may be different from how I

conjure them out of the past. Some meals may not have been as delicious as depicted. You get

the idea.Where possible, I have relied on journals, itineraries, trip notes, photographs, Tiffany,

and a million Google searches to fact-check myself. But more often than not, I have had to rely

only on my memory and the stories I came to tell myself in the years since. This doesn’t mean

any of this is untrue—all the events happened—only that it’s as true as my memory can make

it. So don’t sweat the small stuff too much.In many places, I have made up names. Sometimes

I did this to cloak the person’s real identity but more often because I simply could not recall his

or her name. (I’ve always been terrible with names. If I bump into you and don’t recall yours,

don’t take it personally.) When I have used the person’s real name, I have received

permission.The animals, to be honest, are probably better remembered than the people. If my

memory is good for anything, it’s for recalling thieving monkeys, banana-eating tapirs, and

singing rhinos.Finally, I do curse in this book periodically. I know it may offend some readers—

and I get that—but do consider that it’s difficult to write an accurate book about the awful

hilarity of mental illness and the wild splendor of nature without a few choice words.So, all in

all, take the book for what it is: a memoir by someone on Ativan with a shitty

memory.PrologueSEPTEMBER 2017Thirty thousand feet in the air, there is only one place to

find privacy: the toilet. I slide the lock that turns on the light, sit down on the white seat, put my

hands together, close my eyes, breathe deeply—take in the nearly overpowering smell of

bleach—and try with every ounce of my rational being to stifle the rising panic. But it’s like

trying to stop myself from throwing up.One thought keeps ringing in my head: You can’t do

this.Only a few minutes before, I was sitting in my seat trying to pick a movie, so many choices.

I happened to glance at another passenger’s screen a few seats down and across the aisle. It

was Moana—the scene where the titular heroine is attempting to put the green-spiraled heart

back into the angry, volcano-spewing god, Te Fiti. Having a six-year-old at home, I was more

than familiar with the film.But it was at that moment—Te Fiti flinging boulders of flame—when

my impish brain decided to inform me, You can’t do this. You know you can’t.With that single

thought, something exploded in me. My heart started pounding, my hands beaded sweat, my

thoughts coiled and rolled down the rabbit hole. I knew this sensation all too well.But.Oh no,

not here—not when I’m alone. Not now. Not on a plane.We’d been flying only a few hours,

which meant I still had ten hours to go on this flight to Tokyo. Then the layover. Then another

flight, the third leg, an additional agonizing eight hours to Jakarta, my final destination.You

can’t do this. You know you can’t.It wasn’t like this was my first time flying—I did that when I

was five. Since then I’d been to five continents, more than thirty countries. I couldn’t count the

numbers of planes: from packed 747s to prop planes into the Ebook Tops rainforest, planes

diverted by North Channel winds to smooth landings on one of the most dangerous airways in

the world. I’d done this route before, too: the United States to Tokyo to Jakarta.I’m even



working on a book about travel, for Christ’s sake.I escape Te Fiti and hurry to the bathroom,

nearly bumping into my flight attendant, a pleasant young Japanese woman with a reassuring

smile.Many people fear the airplane lavatory because it’s as claustrophobic as a tomb. But to

me, it’s the best place on a plane because it’s the only option to escape the unrelenting

humanity of coach. In the flight just before this, I sat next to an elderly woman who spent the

three hours quietly throwing up in bags, which I stoically handed off to the flight

attendants.Once I have taken a few deep breaths, I attempt a good pep talk. Okay, Jeremy, this

is your OCD talking. Everything’s fine, it’s all good, it’s hunky-dory and peachy pie. Just pick out

a movie and get your mind off the panic. One day at a time… or, in this case, one minute.“You

know you can’t do this,” the voice in my head says again. “This trip will definitely kill you. You

need to find a way home, or you or your family will die.” The voice is Steve’s.Steve is the name

I’ve given to my obsessive-compulsive disorder. I did this to try to create some distance

between my chronic mental illness and my daily self. I named my depression Malachi because

he’s a badass in a biblical kind of way. Steve and Malachi, I tell myself, aren’t me. They are the

disease.But at least Malachi is interesting; Steve is unpardonably boring. He says the same

thing over and over again. He’s a busted grandfather clock, chiming every minute; he’s a bored

elephant in a zoo, pacing the same path until his footpads bleed; he’s the friend who tells the

same anecdote on every occasion. It’s almost like Steve is obsessed.This is what OCD is: It’s

the same song stuck in your head, playing forever.Unfortunately, Steve and I can’t stay in the

bathroom the whole flight, debating. The vacuum flush of the automatic toilet startles me,

making me imagine what it would be like if something struck the plane. Always keen to help,

Steve reminds me that there’s nothing between myself and the atmosphere but a few sheets of

aluminum. Like a magician, he conjures up the image of another plane colliding with ours

midair, the whole craft opening up as I’m tipped into the frigid emptiness.It isn’t the fact of

death that alarms me so much as the terror of plunging thirty thousand feet, powerless.I head

back to my seat, pretending I’m still alone. I get out the rather enormous pillbox my wife

sensibly sorted for me and take lorazepam, an anti-anxiety drug. I put it under my tongue and

taste imminent serenity. The texture is chalky and the taste actually mildly sweet. It’s one I

know well.Let’s say I succeed today. Let’s just say for a moment I survive the next twenty-plus

hours to make it to the hotel in Jakarta and the sweet release of sleep. Then it’s twelve days in

Indonesia, without my wife and my child, but with a hundred thousand things that could go

wrong. Snakebite, car wreck, rabies via stray dog or cave bat, a ferry capsizing, a volcano

blowing, an earthquake cracking and swallowing. Or I could catch any one of a cavalcade of

tropical diseases, be stampeded by an elephant, crushed by a falling tree, or maybe eaten by a

tiger—they have those. There are just so many ways to die when you’re not at home.I buzz the

flight attendant, hoping her smile will bring me back to reality. When she arrives, I order a glass

of wine. My psychiatrist would scold me—mixing wine with a tranquilizer. But I don’t care. I’m

fucking desperate.I finally pick a movie: It’s called Manchester by the Sea. I don’t know

anything about it, only that it is critically acclaimed. A third of the way in and I’m sobbing now.

This movie should come with a warning: Not suitable for those experiencing in-flight panic

attacks. I try to switch to something else, something lighthearted—Planes, Trains and

Automobiles (who picks these goddamn movies?). At this point, I’m too deep into this horror

show of a film, and I force it down.I miss my daughter and my wife; I miss them like a physical

ache.I want to talk to someone—my therapist, my wife, a friend… even this flight attendant who

seems as chill as an ice cube as she’s riding in this death machine.Steve in my head continues

repeating his mantra: “You know you can’t do this. You know you can’t.”I suddenly feel hot,

clammy, my stomach twists. Oh, Christ. Not here, not now. I’m getting sick, and we’re in the



clouds somewhere above the ocean—hours away from Tokyo. I ring the flight attendant again

and ask for a thermometer. She brings me one. I put it in my mouth.“No, no,” she says. “For

here.” And she motions to her armpit.Oh. I slowly remove the thermometer from my mouth. I

smile and nod as if I totally knew that… and was just nibbling on this armpit thermometer

because that’s the kind of hilarious guy I am. I wipe it off on my shirt and shove it under my

arm. I’m certain it’s going to come out saying 102 or 103. I imagine the smiling attendant

picking me up and carrying me into First Class, bundling me in blankets; she strokes my hair

through the rest of the flight, sings songs I don’t know because they’re in Japanese, and spoon

feeds me ice cream.I fantasize about landing in Tokyo and getting a hotel—a nice room with a

big bed, a hot shower, and room service with housemade ramen—and then taking a flight

home tomorrow, essentially calling in sick on my two-week reporting trip on Sumatran

rhinos.My temperature is a perfect 98.6.The kindly attendant, my only anchor to sanity at this

moment, returns with some Tylenol for me. I take it and ask for another glass of wine, trying to

hide the tears strolling down my face.I cover my head with a blanket and think, This is just a

dark night of the soul… just a dark night of the soul. This too shall pass…And Steve says, “You

know, you’re totally fucked right? Why are you so stupid to keep doing this to yourself? Why

don’t you stay at home where people like you belong? You’re not going to win this time. You’re

going to die, and it’s going to be awful.”Twelve days later, I walk off a different plane into the

Minneapolis airport. I gather my luggage and head toward the exit where my wife and child are

waiting to pick me up.Screw you, Steve.PART ONEBroken-DownChapter OneCrazy for

PeruSPRING 2006Five months before I was first diagnosed with OCD, I sat eating lunch in the

basement of the Corner Bookstore on Madison and Ninety-Third in Manhattan. I was the

Children’s Book Buyer, a glorified title for whoever ran the children’s section. It had proved a

busy Sunday in the city’s richest, snobbiest neighborhood, and I was glad of the respite. The

tidy basement was filled with boxes of books—my favorite things in the world—and a couple of

makeshift desks for the store’s managers. I stole one and luxuriated in the darkness, the quiet

of solitude, and A Time of Gifts by Patrick Leigh Fermor. But most of all, I offered blessings for

the break from the Upper East Siders being their self-important, clueless, one-percenter

selves.This brief reverie, so rare in my life lately, was interrupted by my cellphone ringing.“Hey,”

I said, mouth stuffed with sandwich.“Will you bring home a book about Peru?” Tiffany

asked.“Huh?”“Will you bring home a travel book about Peru?”“Why?”“Because we’re going

there this summer. And I’m going to book it by this time tomorrow.”Tiffany and I had met doing

community theater in our home state of Minnesota in the last year of the millennium. Six years

later, in a fit of post-college optimism, we moved from small-town Minnesota to New York City. It

didn’t take long for us to realize, though, that we weren’t New Yorkers. With all due respect to

Ol’ Blue Eyes, we were going to try to make it elsewhere. We were young (me, twenty-six, and

she, twenty-three), newly engaged, planning on quitting our jobs, and had nothing better to do

that summer. So, while a trip to Peru was news to me, I couldn’t really find a reason to

argue.True to her word, Tiffany bought the airline tickets within twenty-four hours—only for six

weeks instead of four. Because why not?Still, I felt anxiety blossoming like a giant flower in my

brain as I took the subway home that evening—Lonely Planet: Peru stuffed securely in my

backpack—south through Manhattan, under the East River like some mecha-sea serpent, and

deep into Brooklyn until finally emerging from the abyssal tunnels into the spring sunlight

fading over Crown Heights. I could not have guessed then that this trip would change the

course of my life.Instead, I was pretty sure it would end it.Our plane circles like a great bird of

prey before landing at Jorge Chávez International Airport outside Peru’s smog-filled capital,

Lima. The plane didn’t crash, and we aren’t dead, which I’d anticipated every night in those



quiet, hazy moments before sleep in our apartment in Brooklyn. But that means I still have to

go through with the next six weeks.Earlier that day, it took all my willpower not to run around

JFK in figure eights, screaming that all the planes were destined to fall and burn. I couldn’t tell

Tiffany that I’d become certain I’d die on this trip, not after months of planning and thousands

of dollars spent. And I could hardly admit to myself that I might not be a good traveler.Hadn’t I

roamed the byways and alleyways of London on my own when I was eighteen? Hadn’t I

undertaken a solo and impromptu trip to the Kenyan bush, sleeping in a tent beside Maasai

warriors to the unsettling roar of lions? Of course, I’m a good traveler. Just look at my track

record. I’m a modern-day Herodotus, James Cook, and Ibn Battuta all rolled into a skinny white

boy with a penchant for exaggeration. Marco Polo, eat your fucking heart out.A piece of me, a

big one, is elated to see Peru, to walk the Inca Trail to the airy palace of Machu Picchu, to

glimpse the Andean condor soaring above Colca Canyon, to explore the ancient city of Cuzco,

to drink pisco sours and eat quinoa soup and chew coca leaves, to live in some other land for

just a little while. To dwell fleetingly in novelty and to forget for a moment my mortal pettiness—

that is, after all, why we travel.Most of all, I ache to see the Ebook Tops rainforest, the

shadowed locale that haunted my childhood dreams alongside dragons and giants.But another

piece of me, growing more potent daily, is sick with fear. The mere thought of the trip makes me

want to check myself into the hospital, put on a straitjacket, and lock the door, letting the cool

and dark keep me safe.Mental hospitals are not unfamiliar territory. At the age of ten, I was

diagnosed with depression and anxiety. I was put on every psych medication available until I

began to feel like a lab rat. I spent a considerable portion of my youth not in arcades or gyms

but on therapists’ couches. Twice I ended up in psych wards.But none of the dozens of

therapists and psychiatrists I saw with numbing regularity during those years noticed that

another beast may have been lurking beneath the surface.A few months after we moved to

New York City, I began visiting doctors regularly. I was twenty-five and healthy; I’d even been off

psych meds for years. However, I would realize I had cancer, so I visited a doctor who told me,

“No, you don’t have cancer.” And then I’d feel free, beautiful, powerful, alive. Until a few hours

later when I’d realize I had AIDS. I’d return to the doctor. “No, you don’t have AIDS.” Whew! But

hours later I’d discover my lymph node was actually a lump of cancerous death cells. And the

cycle would repeat. Terror, relief, terror, relief, terror again. And as winter turned to spring, the

gaps between doctor visits became shorter.I couldn’t tell Tiffany any of this, though she knew

something was wrong, because I could barely understand what was happening myself—why

the doctors couldn’t see all the cancer clusters dancing in my body and why, wherever I went,

everyone seemed to look at me with a strange sort of pity.It wasn’t mental illness. I was sure of

that. I had managed those irregularities for more than fifteen years. I didn’t feel depressed. I felt

more like I was on a constant caffeine kick, like my brain was running a race that didn’t end, not

even during sleep. I didn’t cry myself to sleep or call on God to strike me down. Sure, I was

anxious about the various diseases eating my body—but those were real. This wasn’t mental

illness; this was self-knowledge of the deepest and most mystic kind.So, when cancer didn’t kill

me, I became convinced my death lay elsewhere. Why not Peru? The closer the trip came, the

less doubt I felt. Yes, I would die on this trip.Just apparently not on the plane ride.Lima, the

capital of Peru, is a two-headed creature: grand colonial buildings on one side and vast slums

slipping down dunes on the other; sprawling views of the Pacific Ocean and pollution thick

enough to make you feel like you’re breathing oatmeal; Western-style shopping malls for the

rich and crumbling street corners for the begging poor. Lima is a living, pulsating city with a

vibrance, color, and adventure lacking in most American cities today, but also possessing a

desperation, despair, and chaos that rivals the most impoverished parts of my homeland.My



favorite part of this dual-brained dragon is our hostel because here I can close the door and

lock Peru out. I feel like a tortoise who likes the inside of his shell a little too much. I prefer the

hostel’s little courtyard to the entire city. Here unknown tropical flowers bloom, strange birds

chirp and flit in the shadows, and a menagerie of little ceramic statues hide among the foliage:

white Jesus in a brilliant blue robe holding a lamb, Mother Mary trying to pray but her hands

have chipped away, and an angel with a mottled face where the paint has peeled. I feel secure

here, inside the classically Peruvian white walls with a literal gate between me and the

city.Outside is the cancer-causing smog. Outside are the guard dogs that slam themselves

against gates, trying to get at you; cabbies who drive like they are characters in Alice in

Wonderland and whose cars (as if to punctuate the joke) lack seat belts; the poor who hold out

bronzed, wrinkled, suffering hands, muttering all the despair of the world in Spanish; and adroit

thieves who are capable of taking your wallet or purse while you sit on it in a café (this nearly

happened to Tiff).Oh, and the fake money.Ever since our arrival in Lima, we tried giving money

to people—cabdrivers, museum staff, waiters—only to have them shove the bills back in our

face, declaring, “Falso.”“Porque?” we say. And try handing the money over again. They’d shake

their heads and say more emphatically, “Falso!”Please, just please, take our money, we

thought. And sometimes they did. Sometimes they’d take our money without a breath of falso,

and we spewed gracias so effusively they must have thought Americans were very

appreciative folk. Oh, we hated paying for stuff. We argued over who should be the one to try,

dreading that falso.The final straw came when we tried to enter the Lima Zoo, and the woman

at the entrance took out a black marker and wrote FALSO on our bills before shoving them

back at us.This was a sign, I thought, an omen like a blood-red moon or a forest that goes

marching. This falso was really Spanish for “Get out now! Get out while there’s still time.” I even

went so far as to say aloud to Tiffany, “Maybe we should just go home?” Abandon our six-week

trip on day three. If Tiffany had said yes, I would’ve been on the next plane out of this madcap

city.Instead, we head to our hostel and spread all of our Peruvian cash out on the bed and peer

at it with the scrutiny of natural philosophers.“Okay,” Tiff says. “I think this one is fake.”“Yeah…

but maybe not.”“No, I’m pretty sure. Look at it. Closely. It matches this one, which we know is

fake,” she adds, pointing to the bill with FALSO written on it.Honestly, they all look the same to

me: colorful bills with the countenances of Peruvians I’d never heard of. But Tiffany sorts the

suspected wheat from the chaff, and then we cart the whole wad over to a bank and ask a

teller to confirm. The young woman looks terrified, as if she expects us to yell at her for being

born in a country that isn’t America. But we just want to know: What’s real? What’s not?Tiffany

has turned expert; every single bill she picked out as fake is indeed counterfeit. We’d changed

our money in the airport with two women who shouted and gesticulated enthusiastically behind

an old card table but who wouldn’t lift their heads to meet our gaze. They’d swindled us out of

about sixty dollars. Not chump change to two young backpackers on a strict budget, but better

than we feared.Weeks later, we tell this story to fellow travelers while eating a scrumptious

lunch overlooking the vast blue waters of Lake Titicaca. A young man who’s been traveling

across Ecuador and Peru for three months exclaims, “Really? I’ve never run into that.”At that

moment the waiter shows up beside him, hands him back his cash, and says, “Falso.” We feel

bad, like we jinxed the dude, but he takes it good-naturedly. He is, after all, a good traveler.My

happiest moment in Lima is leaving Lima, the dingy bus pulling away like a long exhale.We

now begin our journey down what’s become known as the Gringo Trail. This is what the vast

majority of white, privileged tourists do when they go to Peru: they start in Lima, head south

through various towns along the Pacific coast (Pisco, Haucachina, and Nazca), then pursue a

sudden change in elevation for the Andean city of Arequipa and the Colca Canyon, with maybe



a stop at Puno and Lake Titicaca, before finally descending into Cuzco for the Machu Picchu

climax. Being about as gringo as possible, this is our route, too—only veering off at the end for

the Ebook Tops. But that remains a month away. A month.Once beyond the outskirts of Lima—

a seemingly endless run of gas stations, billboards, and precariously positioned slums—the

landscape reveals its yellow, water-parched earth beneath an undulating flatness resembling

the ripples of a prairie but without the grass. Through the dirty windows of the bus from Lima to

Pisco, it feels like we’re watching footage of an alien world. Here the Pacific meets one of the

driest places on the planet with topography that resembles Tatooine or Arrakis: Sand dunes

and rocky barren lands stretch to such lengths that it wouldn’t be surprising if God had sent a

second flood of sand, rock, and heat.Incredibly, great civilizations rose and fell here with the

regularity of desert rain. They had names like the Norte Chico, the Chavin, the Paracas, the

Nazca, and the Huari—names most of us have never heard of. But people lived here, loved

here, died here. They even, at times, thrived here, like terraforming astronauts, for thousands of

years (the Norte Chico is one of the oldest civilizations on Earth, flourishing at the same time

as Mesopotamia, and if that fact doesn’t blow your mind, I got nothing).South of Lima stands

the Pachacamac, a temple and palace complex that thrived for six times as long as the United

States has been a thing and, today, is as impressive as anything you’d find in Rome. One of the

temples housed the Virgins of the Sun, local girls selected for their beauty, who lived in an all-

female mansion. Held to chastity, they cooked, wove, and kept the fire for the emperor and his

priests. A small minority would be eventually selected, highly honored and famed until garroted

by a cotton noose and sacrificed to the sun god. Grisly, sure, but no more so than the

Inquisition’s burning of so-called heretics during the same period or the mass horror of the

slave trade instituted by “civilized” countries just as the Incan Empire crumbled.Along the

roadside, the Peruvian government has planted palm trees as if to pretend anything green

could survive here. Eventually, though, even those fade away, and the trip becomes four hours

of exotic monotony but for the few times when the bus turns a corner and suddenly there’s the

Pacific Ocean, and I realize how much I’ve missed it, how cheering the golden sunlight on the

blue, and how welcoming the motion of the rolling swells.We arrive in Pisco in time for lunch.

Although it’s a bustling town of almost 100,000 people, it feels nothing like the unnavigable

madness of Lima’s 8 million denizens. It feels doable. Tiffany and I celebrate that night at the

otherwise empty hostel bar, overlooking the also empty swimming pool, by repeatedly

indulging in the town’s eponymous drink, the pisco sour—lemon juice, syrup, bitters, pisco (a

special brandy made from local muscat grapes), and raw egg whites—which leaves me

hungover the next morning when we get into a motorboat. Tiffany is fine. She can hold her

liquor like a sailor; I’m more like a wilting flower.With about twenty fellow tourists, all wearing

bright orange vests in case of sinkage, the boat heads out into that great blue vastness known

as the Pacific, just one little corner of our planet’s most notable feature: the global great

blue.We scheduled the tour the day before, not knowing how delicious pisco sours would be

and how much I’d need to self-medicate. Still, as the boat runs farther into the sea and the

equatorial sun beats down, I sober up. And, fortunately, the Pacific is living up to its name. So

far, the ride is smooth, and the fear of losing my breakfast passes as our destination comes

into view, the Islas Ballestas, or crossbow islands.These crumbling, implausible peaks rise out

of the marine waters like desiccated shells left out in the sun too long. Their outlines seem to

squiggle. It is only as I grow closer that I realize that this isn’t a mirage brought on by

overindulgence in the sun; these are birds, their number uncountable. As we pull in closer,

Guanay and red-legged cormorants—the latter unmistakable due to their carrot-colored legs—

peer down over the cliffs at us like little condescending lords. Their wings splay wide to dry off



in the light and the heat.The boat slows and bobs as the driver steers us around the islets’

edges where waves curl and end in white froth. Every time the water descends, sea stars and

many-colored anemones appear, clinging just below the tideline, living lives wholly

unimaginable to two-legged hominids.Suddenly a Peruvian booby, which lacks the sea-blue

feet that makes the other unfortunately named seabird famous, dive-bombs into the water a

mere two yards away. It pops up moments later, having missed the fish it spied from above. But

more boobies plunge into the sea from the sky above, like shafts of arrows sent from a

heavenly army. Some hit their mark, gobbling up the living. Others bob on the clear marine

waters, breathing momentarily after their exuberant, though unsuccessful, attempts.They fill the

air with their cries, as does the heavy smell of ammonia from their guano that covers the

islands in a whitish powder, almost like dirty snow.1Our driver takes us deftly under an island

archway, and we see our first group of Patagonian sea lions. They lounge on slick rock,

soaking in the tropical sun, seemingly unperturbed by our presence—this is, after all, a daily

tour. We drive through a little cavern, and there, with his harem, is the king: Pepe. He is as big

as a goddamn grizzly bear and sports the thrifty mane that gives sea lions their common name.

The rascal towers over the females like a Great Dane over a pack of yapping corgis, his voice

booming against the cavern’s walls and drowning out the cries of all others, including our own

ooohs and ahhhhs.Turning another corner, we encounter a bizarre sight: penguins. Yes,

penguins chilling—pun intended—on the jagged, sunny, rainless islands. I’ve never seen a

penguin in the wild before and would not have expected it here, of all places. But four penguin

species inhabit the tropics, including these well-dressed Humboldt gents.For the first time since

landing in Peru, I spend several hours feeling no anxiety or trepidation, only wonder and awe.

And on the way back to port, dolphins appear suddenly, their blue backs sliding up through the

surface before disappearing again, paralleling the ship and guiding us home.In the years to

come, this morning excursion will prove to be one of those travel memories that becomes a

jewel in my pocket I can take out anytime, even decades later, to lift my spirits or remind me of

the beauty of our little planet, third from the sun.I feel like maybe I might make it out of Peru

alive after all.A year after we leave Pisco, the town is hit by an 8.0 earthquake. The San

Clemente Cathedral in the center of town collapses, killing 187 worshippers attending a

memorial service for a much-beloved Piscoan. The town itself falls: 85 percent of Pisco, mostly

made of adobe buildings, is in ruins. Across the region, 540 people perish.Even in my morbid

imagination, it’s difficult to square my memory of our twenty-four hours in Pisco with the reality

that must still exist today, more than a decade after the earthquake: the heartache, the rubble,

the shattering of so many lives.But here is the luxury of travelers: We are ghosts, here one

moment, there another, never around long enough to become truly intimate with the places or

the people who pass their lives there. Our experiences are fleeting, our familiarity only

superficial, our connections momentary and illusory. It conjures up one of my favorite lines from

Pride and Prejudice, when Mr. Bennet confesses the heaviness of his sins as a father: “I am

not afraid of being overpowered by the impression. It will pass away soon enough.” Here is a

brutal condemnation of the human species, but an honest one.Indeed, Tiff and I are soon

climbing the stairs of another bus headed for Haucachina. And as we do, Pisco recedes into

memory, devastation still a year away.I’m not a lifeguard. If I were, a lot of people would drown.

But here I am, perched eight feet above the ground in a lifeguard’s chair overlooking a lagoon

in parched coastal Peru.Below me is a stray dog. It’s one of those ubiquitous canines of the

developing world that looks like no breed whatsoever but somehow still resembles the

quintessential canine, Plato’s perfect dog. This one is peering up at me with bright eyes and

wagging its tail frantically. It almost seems to be smiling. But I know better than to trust that.



Sure, the dog looks amiable now, all sugar and sweet, but it’s been haunting my steps ever

since we left our hostel in this desert resort town of Haucachina.This dog wants to give me

rabies.The whole bright-eyed, wagging tail thing is just an act before he bites me, injecting the

virus into my muscle. From there, it will travel over a series of months through various nerves

until it reaches its terminus: my brain. And then I’ll die. Oh, how I’ll die in fearful agony.I know

this dog has rabies because I wouldn’t be so afraid of it if it didn’t. If I’ve learned anything from

sixty-seven close readings of the Health Section of Lonely Planet: Peru, one should always be

consumed by terror where rabies is concerned. Better to scramble up an empty lifeguard’s

chair than to perish in pain and delirium.At first sight of the little town, I thought Haucachina

looked like an old postcard depicting a world away, an oasis in the Arabian Desert with a

natural lagoon of purple water and lush palms surrounding it like a prayer circle. And just as in

this postcard, everything is slightly yellowed, and a tad faded.But now it feels like death, like,

okay, I get it, so here is where I’m going to die.All those people down there impressed into the

sand of this Peruvian wellspring, taking in the wintery but equatorial sun, drinking cocktails,

slipping into a midday nap, reading their books, or seeking the shade of the palm trees around

the still lagoon. They’re the crazy ones, risking rabies from this monster for just one afternoon

of leisure. Their lackadaisical attitude will cost them their lives, but not before costing them their

fondness for water.From time to time I see their perplexed faces looking up at me, perhaps

thinking, What is that white boy doing sitting up there? He’s not a lifeguard, is he? No, he’s

definitely not; not unless you want a lifeguard who has perfected the doggy paddle and can’t

see properly through his water-smeared glasses. Fortunately for everyone, it’s winter and too

chilly to swim.One of those perplexed individuals is Tiffany. She’s watching me as I sit glumly in

this tall seat, hoping I’ll eventually come down. But I’m not going anywhere. Not until that thing

stops stalking me with its mortal slobber. Self-sacrificing Tiffany does her best to steer the dog

away. But for some reason, Rabies the Dog has no eyes for her. Only me. So I’ll have to wait

out Rabies. I don’t care if I sit here all day. I don’t care if the sun sets and I’m still up here,

fiancée-less. It’s better than death by four furry paws.After about twenty minutes, Rabies finally

tires and abandons me for some gringo dudes with sandboards climbing the hill-sized dunes

that surround Haucachina.I crawl down the lifeguard chair onto solid ground, but adrenaline still

shoots through me like some electric shock. I’m actually shaking. Having just left our party-hard

hostel to take in the delights of Haucachina, Tiffany and I return deflated. I lay on the moist bed

in our dim room and try to shut down my mind. But I can’t, given the optimistic, nauseating

beats of Euro dance music that penetrate every nook of this grubby hellhole.I refuse to leave

our hostel again, even with the thump-thump-boom of the insufferable music, until Tiff checks

and double-checks that Rabies the Dog is not sitting outside the door, come to finish the job.

He isn’t, but as we emerge a few hours later into the dimming day, we spot him far away, just a

tiny silhouette now, at the top of the sand dunes, trailing the group of sand-surfing dudes who

are to prove as disappointing as us.Still, I win. I beat the dog, and I beat all those naysayers

staring at me. I deserve a fucking medal. I don’t have rabies. And that’s all that matters.Tiffany

and I quickly discover that there isn’t much to do in Haucachina, especially if you don’t find the

idea of dune buggying or surfing down sand hills appealing. What’s left is eating, drinking,

sleeping—and avoiding dogs. We move out of the party hostel for a more expensive place but

with the luxury of quiet, along with wing-clipped parrots and wooden statues of ancient little

head-dressed fellows sporting giant, erect penises. We eat at the same pasta place every

night, read the same books, take the same naps, and enjoy dessert at the same café

overlooking the still lagoon.It’s at the café one evening that we meet Cute Kitty, years before

Felis catus would become a global internet sensation that defied explanation. The café’s black-



striped kitty has the playful disposition and big, expressive eyes that would’ve made it an

internet star if fate hadn’t dropped her in Haucachina. Indeed, she strolls about the tables in the

twilight looking for a handout with the brazenness of a being that knows gringos will oooh in

her presence. The baristas allow the behavior, probably understanding that Cute Kitty’s

irresistibleness increases gringos’ tips.We, too, enjoy watching her striped form curve its way

under the tables, chasing shoelaces, baristas, and birds.But one evening, Tiffany makes the

fatal mistake of wearing a long swishy skirt. It’s scientifically proven that kittens can’t resist

swishy skirts, and Tiff’s is of the swishiest kind. As we share a caramel crêpe, Tiff acquiesces

to Cute Kitty’s playfulness. Under the table, the feline chases the fabric, jumping and clawing

and maybe, oh just maybe, nipping. In its exuberance, Cute Kitty tears at one of Tiffany’s legs,

breaking the skin. Just barely.“That’s really, really not good,” I say as Tiffany lifts her skirt to

show me.“It’s just a scratch,” she replies, shooing the kitten away.“Are you sure? Maybe it was

biting you, too? We couldn’t see underneath the table.”Her voice takes on a familiar tone, one

she’s been employing with increasing frequency over the last few months, “Jeremy…”To

counter it, I pull out Lonely Planet: Peru 5th edition and read aloud from a dog-eared page.

“Rabies virus is carried in the saliva of infected animals and is typically transmitted through an

animal bite,” I stress the next bit, “though contamination of any break of the skin with infected

salvia may result in rabies.”“That seems really crazy. I doubt she even bit me.”“Yes, but she

could have, you know. Licking can do it. Sometimes just a scratch can prove fatal,” I, with my

PhD in rabies, insist. “Seriously.”I then begin to lecture, for the umpteenth time, why rabies is

the world’s most psychologically terrifying disease. How by the time you become symptomatic

you’re dead. No one and nothing can save you. How you have to get treatment before you get

symptoms, without even knowing for sure whether you have it. And how the symptoms are

infamously bizarre: frothing at the mouth, delusions, giddiness, and, best of all, fear of water.

Yes, at the end, you will literally spasm when the nurse brings you a glass of H2O.Even if

you’re lucky enough to realize you might be infected, treatment isn’t exactly accessible, cheap,

or pleasant. It’s a succession of five injections over several weeks (not long ago it required

twenty-one shots in the stomach, a thought that kept me up at night as a child, and sometimes

still does).“Jeremy…”I flip the page and read the practically memorized words, which have

been going around in my head like a mantra. “Any bite or scratch by a mammal… should be

promptly and thoroughly cleansed with large amounts of soap and water, followed by

application of antiseptic… Local health authorities should be contacted immediately”—I stress

that bit because it suits my urgency—“for possible post-rabies exposure treatment.”Tiffany

heads to the café’s bathroom either to wash the scratches or to get some peace from me—

probably both.But my pontificating continues even when we return to our new-and-improved

hostel, have a drink at the bar, and retire to our room. I tell Tiffany, not for the first time, about a

newspaper story from Minnesota where a man showed up in the hospital with inexplicable

symptoms. The doctors were baffled, running test after test until finally the patient remembered

being bitten by a bat months before. By then it was too late. Too, too late.Now Tiffany is an

incredibly strong, vigorously independent, and willful person, and I love her for all these

qualities I largely lack. But even the toughest personality can withstand the withering horror of

rabies for only so long, and that night I succeed in spooking her. The last thing she hears me

whisper to her as she falls asleep, “Rabies, rabies, raayyyyyybeeeeeeeeessssss…”After

breakfast the next morning, Tiffany heads to the internet café to do her own research on the R

word. This is 2006, after all, when no one has smartphones but every tourist town on the planet

houses at least one internet café jam-packed with travelers trying to upload thousands of

photos on a wheezing connection.That afternoon we return to the scene of the crime, Tiff



wearing jeans, with a new mission: spy on Cute (Killer) Kitty.For all my mansplaining, Tiffany

hasn’t fully accepted my perfectly reasonable explanation that this perky feline is infested with

the rabies virus, which is surely making its way through her kitty nerves toward her vulnerable

mammalian brain.Drinking our coffee, we watch from just above the rims as Cute Kitty plays

under the tables (whenever she gets close, we shoo her away), the purple waters of the lagoon

lazing in the background. Employing her Spanish skills, Tiffany tries to ask the waitress about

the cat but can’t get any real information on its origin, its general background, or how many

times rabid bats have bitten it in the night. My guess is about fifty-two.After an hour or so, cups

emptied and Tiffany bored, I begrudgingly admit the cat seems fine but emphatically add that

an animal can carry rabies for months without showing a single outward symptom. Still, in the

undiffused sunshine of daytime in Haucachina, Tiffany is less convinced that the rabies virus is

kayaking its way up her bloodstream.Tiffany never would get those five injections. In the end, it

turns out she wouldn’t contract rabies, though I watch her vigilantly for the symptoms for

months. And let me tell you, it’s exhausting waiting to see if your fiancée dies from rabies.After

all this relaxation, escaping Haucachina feels like breaking out of Bedlam. We pay extra for a

luxury bus, so-called because it has air conditioning and a TV at the front, which plays Steve

Martin’s remake of The Pink Panther in español against a landscape as empty as the end of

the world.And then we see them: lions floating above the highway. Ahead of us, a flatbed truck

for a traveling circus carries an iron-barred cage containing two lions, a lithe female and a big-

maned male. As we pass them, the male stands and roars while Steve Martin stuffs

hamburgers into his pockets.Perhaps the lions are a positive omen because we finally begin to

settle into a travel rhythm. We are becoming accustomed to the voltage of culture shock until it

feels like only a slight tingling on waking every day. In Arequipa, arguably Peru’s prettiest city,

we stay in a hostel that serves a scrumptious breakfast on the roof while Misti, an active,

snowcapped volcano, dominates the horizon.It is also here where we have our first cups of

coca tea and where I feel I can breathe again. And what air! It’s crisp, clear, thin, sharp, and

refreshing as ice, probably because there is less of it at 7,600 feet. As we tour the sites, we

break for more cups of coca tea, down coca candies, and even chew fresh coca leaves. And

instead of fearing that Misti will blow, ending us all in a sulfurous hell, I admire her curvaceous

slopes. Coincidence? Peruvians view the coca leaf as a cure-all; the Incas thought of it as a

sacred gift from the gods. Today we bastardize it by transforming this humble-looking leaf

through various chemical processes (think acid and ammonia) into industrialized cocaine for

yuppies to snort. Illegal in most of the world now, coca leaves, in their unprocessed, natural

state, may be a potent therapeutic for a whole slew of ailments.After a few days in Peru’s

Ciudad Blanca, we head into Colca Canyon. To lessen altitude sickness—we would peak at

16,100 feet, higher than the summit of Mount Rainier—our guides show us how to lick the coca

leaves and stick them onto our temples. In Colca we watch the world’s heaviest flying bird, the

Andean condor, soar on rising currents of air; hike through the idyllic scenery around the

village of Chivay; catch a momentary glimpse of the planet’s biggest hummingbird; and spend

one inebriated night dancing with very attractive locals (who are very much paid to do so since

we’re on a tour). Then it’s on to Puno and the world’s highest navigable lake, Titicaca, where

we slumber on an island that feels like a hundred-years-ago time machine. My good traveler

daemon is back, and I couldn’t be more relieved.We begin to take pleasure in the small things

that characterize Peru: roasted corn nuts at every restaurant table; mega-theatrical Peruvian

soap operas; a ridiculous number of starches with dinner: fries, roasted potatoes, and rice on

one plate; roasted cuy, guinea pig, sold on the side of the roads; beautifully simple clay

crockery; touches of artwork and craftsmanship on doors, windows, tables, seeming to say that



life is meant to be surrounded by beautiful little things.We are nearly halfway through our trip

when another bus drops us off in Cuzco. For me, the Cuzco region, or Qosqo, stands out from

our itinerary like letters in Braille because it’s here the Incan imprint remains the sharpest.

Having been educated in America’s wondrous public-school system, I’d never heard a thing

about the history of anywhere south of the Rio Grande. It took me weeks in New York to sort

out the differences between the Maya, the Inca, the Aztec, the Olmec, and the dozens of other

groups that filled up the rich and dramatic history of Central and South America. At least until

Columbus showed up with his whole hemisphere’s worth of disease, violence, and slavery,

upending innumerable civilizations and more than ten thousand years of largely independent

history.2 It was as if he’d taken a spaceship and despoiled an alien world.This lost world fully

emerges, complete with tactile impressions, in Cuzco, the metropolitan heart of the Incan

Empire. They built the whole city in the shape of a puma—as seen by the gods above. Walking

in the heart of it, I run my fingers along stone walls—monstrous, impossible stones in a New

World cyclopean style—that Incan children once played ball against. Without the use of wheels

or mortar, the Inca people, as well as those they ruled, set these stones, some of which weigh

more than an African elephant. This is known as dry ashlar (what a beautiful term!) masonry,

and it produces a city that seems straight out of Tolkien or, conversely, Lovecraft.By now Tiff

and I have learned to take things more slowly—leaving time every day for doing nothing much.

We spend pleasant hours at cafés overlooking the Plaza de Armas and its magnificent

baroque churches—a symbol both of the country’s faith and its bloody colonization.3But Cuzco

is also the launching pad for the Inca Trail, our planned four-day, twenty-eight-mile hike

climbing five thousand feet from the Sacred Valley to every gringo’s highlight: Machu Picchu.

Given the understandable popularity of this guided trek, we’d booked it minutes after buying

our plane tickets five months prior.The evening before our start date, we have an informational

session during which we meet our guides and fellow travelers. As Tiffany and I walk slowly

back to the hostel, savoring the twilight, the lamplit streets, and the great stone blocks, we talk

over little details about embarking tomorrow, one of those innocuous conversations that fill up

so much of travel.When we reach our room, Tiffany heads to the bathroom. Ten minutes later

she opens the door and utters the words I’ve been steeling myself against since we left New

York: “I think I’m sick.” A few minutes later she is huddled over the toilet, vomiting. We’ve made

it twenty-one days without either of us getting ill. The jig is up.Peru and rabies are alike in one

important way: They both make you terrified of water. In Peru, you learn quickly to fear ice

cubes, lemonade, showers, and even washing your hands. You’re warned repeatedly never to

drink the tap water and don’t accept water at restaurants if it’s not bottled. Don’t open your

mouth in the shower and keep showers short. Don’t order fruit juice. Never ever use tap water

to brush your teeth. Don’t drink anything with an ice cube in it. Don’t eat fruits or vegetables

you can’t peel—who knows what they were washed with? And if the seal on the cap of a water

bottle is broken, don’t put it to your lips.Peru’s water is notorious, failing miserably at various

World Health Organization standards and routinely landing Peruvians themselves in the

hospital. Not only is the country’s water home to a whole menagerie of bacteria that cushy

Western guts have a hard time stomaching, but it can house dangerous parasites, E. coli, and

a horror show of heavy pollutants, a concern that Americans have successfully combated

through the Clean Water Act. Well, so we thought, until Flint, Michigan.Tiffany and I have been

obsessively careful about water. One couple we met in Haucachina told us that on their first

day in Peru, they ordered lemonade. It was only after they both started drinking that they

looked at each other and said, “Oh, shit.” And shit they did. Shitting and vomiting away the next

few days. A study-abroad student we met decided to do something reckless on his last night in



the country: brush his teeth with tap water. He ended up in the hospital and missed his flight

home. When you visit Peru, you really need to schedule about two to three extra days to the

vomit gods.As Tiffany lies on the bathroom floor, we figure that somehow, despite our best

efforts, she’d consumed everyday tap water. But maybe we can still do the Inca Trail? By dawn,

it might be out of her system.Then I feel my stomach heave. And I think, Oh no, oh no, it’s

come for me now. The monster is here. I feel heat like a fever steal up my body and fear clench

my heart. I steal the toilet from Tiffany, but try as I might, I can’t throw up. Once I poop, though,

I feel eminently better. It’s a false alarm. I’m fine. And Tiffany gets the bathroom back just in

time to continue heaving.As the night winds on, it becomes obvious that we are not going on

the Inca Trail. Tiffany is still on the bathroom terra-cotta floor, now heaving up bile and growing

weaker by the hour. Before dawn appears over the mountains, I walk to the departure point to

inform our guides we are out.Heading back, where Tiffany lies exhausted in bed, I feel a mix of

relief and trepidation. The decision is made, but now what? Tiffany shows no signs of

improvement over the morning. She can’t even keep (bottled!) water down. On arriving at the

hostel, I noted an advertisement for a travel clinic. I go to the hostel desk and have the clerk

make the call. Less than an hour later, a young, well-groomed doctor knocks at our door. After

watching Tiffany vomit up all the PediaLite he gives her, he recommends that we head to his

clinic on the outskirts of town. I have the hostel call us a cab.Until this day, Tiffany has been our

translator. She’d had Spanish instruction in both grade school and high school. Though by no

means fluent, she could get around. I, however, never learned any Spanish. And even if I had,

it wouldn’t have made a difference. I have the uncommon talent of being completely incapable

of pronouncing foreign words, many domestic ones, too. I have a tendency to just make up

whatever pronunciation sounds right in my head and then stick to it, often embarrassing myself

when I open my mouth. But with a few weeks of careless listening to get by, I attempt enough

Spanish to get us from point A to B.Miraculously, my butchered Spanish makes just enough

sense to the driver. Even more miraculously, Tiffany makes it through the whole thirty-minute

drive without puking all over the seat belt-less taxi.The clinic, it turns out, is a big suburban

house in an upscale neighborhood. On arrival, Tiffany is admitted immediately and seen by

another doctor. She’s the only patient. As two Americans, we are privileged enough (and flush

enough, it just so happens) to go to this traveler’s clinic, complete with a shaded arbor and

view of Pillku Urqu rising like a wall.4The doctors, who specialize in the ailments that strike

down gringos, want a fecal sample. They also want blood. But on seeing the needle, I halt them

with cries, incomprehensibly pronounced but sufficiently loud, of “Nueva aguja!” I’d read (and

reread and reread, sometimes late at night under the cover of darkness, like a teenager who’d

just discovered their dad’s Penthouse) how one should be careful of needles in Peru—how

sometimes they are, how shall I put this? Used more than once.So I pipe, “Nueva aguja! Nueva

aguja!” like a one-note trumpet. Tiffany tells me to calm down and explains to the perplexed

doctor, who doesn’t understand my deft Spanish accent, that I am only concerned about

whether the needle is clean. He laughs at my arrogant stupidity and assures us it’s brand-

spanking-new (though I’d remain convinced that it’s really something he picked up in a ditch

somewhere and wiped off with a bloody rag).An hour later we have a diagnosis: This isn’t just

your basic traveler’s diarrhea.“You have parasite,” the doctor tells Tiffany in English.“What?

How?”“Bad food. Bad water. It happens. Easy. Very easy.”It turns out the microscopic

Cyclospora parasite had been incubating in her body for at least a week. While we would never

know what caused it, Tiffany suspects a particularly unappetizing portion of chicken salad. The

doctor says she’ll recover in a couple of days with medications, but they want her to stay

overnight until she can keep water down. Overnight? We’re just trying to wrap our mind around



the word parasite, a little living beastie that has been feeding off and growing in Tiffany for

some time. (This was, of course, before we had a child.)As the doctor talks, I begin to sweat

and feel a chill up my spine.“Do you think I have the parasite, too?” I ask.He looks at me coolly.

Tiffany wears her familiar exasperation.“Do you have diarrhea?” he asks.“Er…

no.”“Vomiting?”“No.”“Blood in your stool?”“No.”“Then you don’t have parasite.”“Do you think you

could just test me to be sure? I don’t mind tests.”And Tiffany says, “Jeremy…”The doctor looks

from her to me and then shakes his head. Still, he takes out a thermometer and puts it in my

mouth. It comes out perfectly normal.“But I read in my guide book that you don’t have to have a

fever to—” I stop when he gives me that barely masked look of pity I’d seen so often in New

York doctors, as if I were a deformed puppy that had been run over by a lawn mower and now

could only grow hair on its left side.“Okay,” I acquiesce. But in my head, I think, I’ll show ’em I’ll

prove it to them when I die horribly. Then they’ll say, “Wow, we really should’ve listened. He was

right after all. And now he’s just dead. Really dead.”The doctor changes the subject. “Before we

show you room, you need to pay. Only cash.”Tiffany and I look at each other. We don’t have

much money beyond what we budgeted for this trip, and neither of us has a job in hand when

we return to the States. We have traveler’s insurance, but that would only maybe reimburse us

after the fact. So we wait with bated breath as he writes down a number and passes it to us.

The doctor has itemized everything, and I follow the long list down until I hit the total: $300. I

almost laugh. Three hundred! You can barely see a doctor in the States for that, and here we

were paying for a house—er, hostel—call, a consultation, lab tests, medicine, an IV, and an

overnight stay in a private room with a stunning view of the mountains.An hour or so later,

when I arrive back at the clinic with the cash, they tell me they’d moved Tiffany upstairs to her

room. Just as I open the door, I see the nurse with a little white dog (surely rabid) at her heels,

preparing to set an IV into Tiffany’s arm. Again, I interject, “Nueva aguja! Nueva aguja!”
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MH, “Worth the time!. I truly enjoyed this book! The descriptions are vivid, the vulnerability is
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courageous, and the humor is engaging! He is intelligent in his knowledge but keeps to a level

that makes it interesting. I found myself laughing out loud, caring about the things he cares

about and relating on levels I did not expect. I have respect for a person who cares so much

about his passion that he overcomes some pretty intense hurdles just to share that passion

with a world the deeply needs it.”

Joshua Newman, “A Fun Read!. Baggage is your ticket to fun and adventure! I truly felt

transported to far off places including the rainforests of Peru and deep into the bush of Kenya

without leaving the comfort and safety of my own home. I also learned a lot along the way.

Furthermore, the author's vulnerability in sharing about his struggles with mental illness will

touch your heart while providing you insight into the mind of someone living with OCD. You are

also sure to laugh your ass off, as Baggage is full of humor, a hearty dose of irreverence, and

tons of great stories. Oh, and you will probably fall deeper in love with our planet. A great read

for anyone who enjoys nature and travel.”

Lady Soar, “Compelling. This book presents excursions that are all at once very engrossing,

sad, danger-filled, funny, quirky, and tragic. The writing is excellent. Jeremy Hance endears

himself slowly but surely to the reader because of his genuinely sincere and humble quest to

stand up for threatened wildlife all over the planet in some of the most challenging locations,

while dealing very honestly and often humorously with his obsessive-compulsive disorder and

bouts of extreme anxiety. In the end, as he indicates, many people write about the need to

protect the flora and fauna of our beautiful globe, and there are many small and some large

conservationist organizations out there making their earnest contributions, but the overall

picture, owing to our materialistic and consumeristic societies and their ravaging actions upon

Nature, is that of the impending extinction of so many species, very gloomy indeed.”

akb, “Highly recommended!. I've been reading Jeremy's work on Mongabay for years,

entranced by his thoughtful musings about conservation, wildlife, and the world around us.

Baggage offers insight into a far more personal side of Jeremy -- the incredible adventures and

reporting he's undertaken is all the more remarkable given his mental health challenges. I'm

deeply appreciative of him opening up on this important issue and I hope it can be helpful for

others struggling with depression.”

beth armstrong, “Wonderful read- could not put it down!. Brilliant book - funny, insightful,

touching and highly entertaining. Jeremy is able to both illuminate international travel with its

inherent awkwardness & sense of insecurity while painting beautiful portraits of the species

that inhabit this earth with us. He tells their stories with a deep sense of empathy -through the

lens of his own struggles. He trumpets their need for our appreciation, their need for us to

understand them, their need for us to simply say "We see you" while embracing the sheer

wonder of them, with us in the end (hopefully) offering our protection. Highly recommend this

book.”

Jeannine Roufs, “Travel vicariously and see how challenging and amazing it can be even with

mental health issues.. The writing uses humor and inspiration to give a well rounded look into

dealing with mental health issues and his love of travel. Very impressed with his sharing of an

issue that really needs to be acknowledged and brought out of the secret closet, and that so

many with mental health issues have to deal with daily.”



Harper, “Great Book!. I very much enjoyed reading this book and would highly recommend it!”

spottedtail, “Baggage- Confessions of a Globe-Trotting Hypochondriac, by Jeremy Leon Hance

- A Review. Baggage- Confessions of a Globe-Trotting Hypochondriac, by Jeremy Leon Hance

- A ReviewJeremy Hance writes brilliantly about his adventures around the world, which he

travels in his role as an environmental journalist. By his own admission, he's crazy. The

medical profession has names for his specific types of craziness- obsessive-compulsive

disorder and depression. Jeremy has his own names for these two voices in his head- Steve

and Malachi.When I commenced reading Baggage, I thought it would be primarily about

Jeremy's travels. It's just as much about his battles with his demons, especially while travelling.

Travel can be stressful enough when you don't have a voice in your head telling you over and

over, "You're gonna die!" That Jeremy has been able to travel to 20-odd countries carrying this,

well, baggage, is fairly astonishing.Jeremy loves nature, which got him into journalism. He

writes, "I love nature. That's putting it lightly. When I'm in the woods, my breath feels like a

prayer. A grove of old trees is a church. Animals are sanctified beings. "I believe... that every

human born is implanted with the seed to love nature. It's an evolutionary, existential, almost

metaphysical reality."He realizes that, "Sometimes life requires risk. ...we all live in an ecotone,

a transition state connecting two worlds. We live in the transition between our past and our

present. A transition between who we are and who we wish to be. A transition between our

private and public selves. Humans don't so much inhabit places as we inhabit the tension, the

transition between our various selves."This book is packed with similarly profound

observations.Since Jeremy is an environmental journalist, he has acquired a healthy dose of

skepticism about promises made by governments and corporations. "Most of the time when

one hears the word sustainable, it's complete and total bullshit. It's a corporation or a

government trying to sell a lie. It has come to a point where, alas, the word is mostly

meaningless. "...it becomes quickly clear about who holds the real power, and it's not

the... ...government democratically elected by the people. It's the industry. Welcome to

neoliberal economics, where corporations, like vampires, slowly suck out the power that had

once been entrusted by the people to their elected governments.""I have always viewed the

loss of nature as a wound, something that feels physically painful to my being. I see more and

more that the world could be different. That this wasn't the course we had to take. And that

makes me sad. History need not be a spiral of repeating mistakes." I feel this way myself.There

is hope in Baggage, too. "I experienced firsthand that with time, support, and love, I could heal

and have good days again. And I knew that Nature, with its inborn resilience, a kind of love,

could also heal again. Maybe I won't be here to see it, but the possibility is always there..."I was

somewhat surprised to find that Jeremy and I had quite a bit in common. Our attitudes about

Nature and the threats to it were very similar. We both love our wives and our children. We both

know we didn't make the rules but are doing our best to live meaningful lives within them.A

major difference is that Steve and Malachi don't spend any time talking to me. I learned a lot

about mental illness by reading Baggage. It's something everyone should know about. There

are lots of people out there who need love and support, who are hiding their true

selves.Baggage is a courageous book by an exceptionally courageous individual who has

faced his demons and, for at least some of the time, has put them in their places. I think you'll

find the time spent reading Baggage will be time spent well. It's an important, well-written book,

with my highest recommendation.-John Kumiski”

The book by Jeremy Hance has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 44 people have provided feedback.
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